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2 Why Systems Theory

1 Aims:
Social 
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2 Why Systems Theory

2 Scope:
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how to relate…
individuals… and society

individualism 
(reductionism)

neopositivism, 
action theory

necessary and 
sufficient resulting

“societalism” 
(projectionism)

interpretivism, 
functionalism, 
structuralism

resulting necessary and 
sufficient

individual–society 
dichotomism 
(dualism)

post-
modernism, 
Luhmann

independent

individual–society 
integrationism
(dialectic)

critical thinking, 
theory of self-
organisation

asymmetrically interdependent 
(society emerges from, and 
shapes, in turn, individuals)
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4.1 Why go beyond the 
Social Boundary

There is more to society than sociality. 
There is nature built upon.
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4.2 Why go beyond 
Communication

There is more to society than communication. 
There is cooperation.
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4.2 Why go beyond 
Communication

Metasystem Transition 
= Information Hierarchy
integrational phase
= cooperative level 
interactional phase
= communicative level
individual phase
= cognitive level



4.3 Why go beyond 
Incommensurability

There is more to society than functional 
differentiation. 
There is hierarchical integration.
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sensesociety



disposition

production allocation

resourceseconomy

4.3 Why go beyond 
Incommensurability

decision

production authorisation

regularitiespolitics

definition

production legitimation

rulesculture



Conclusion
In order to help bring about a Global 
Sustainable Information Society we need 
• a grand social theory
• a societal systems theory
• a theory of self-organising systems
• a post-Luhmannian theory


